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Spirit el corcel indomable

Films for children as young as 6 Spirit is a wild horse that was born in the pristine prairies of the American West, coinciding only with the early years of conquest. As a child, he knew nothing but games and adventures, discovering with amazement the unusualness, endless resources and majestic beauty of his homeland. Now that he's an
adult, he's become the leader of his herd. Everything changes one night, at the moment when the Spirit collides with man. The horse is then captured and handed over to the sadistic colonel, but it will be very difficult for them, as he refuses to let himself be tamed. The film is directed by Kelly Asbury and Lorna Cook, voiced by such great
actors as Matt Damon, James Cromwell, Chopper Burnett, Charles Napier, San McClarnon and Adam Paul. This article or section requires links that appear in an accredited publication. This notice was posted on May 29, 2014. Spirit: Stallion Spirit CimarronTitulo: Indomitable Steed TechniqueDirection Kelly AsburyLorna CookProduction
Mireya Soria Jeffrey KatzenbergGuion John FuscoM'sica Hans zimmer and Brian AdamsMontaje Nick FletcherClare De ChenuN uprooter Brian AdamsProtagonists Matt Damon (Spirit) (Little) Arroyo) Chopper Burnett (Sgt. Adams) Jeff LeBo (Murphy/Rail Brigadier) John Rubano (Soldier) Richard McGonagle (Bill) Matt Levine (Joe) Adam
Paul (Pete) Robert Keith (Jake) Charles Napier (Roy) Meredith Wells (Lakota Girl) View all credits (IMDb) USA2002 May 2002 June 28, 2002 July 5, 2002 July 17, 2002 July 18, 2002 July 2002 24 July 2002Genative animationAdwesternDMusicalramaDuration 8 3 minuteClassification G ATP T T TE AA Livre PT GIdioma (s)
EnglishProductora Dreamworks AnimationDistribution DreamWorks Pictures Universal PicturesPresuposed 80,000,000 : Stallion CimarronSimbad: Legend of the Seven SeasFicha in IMDbFicha in FilmAffinity Edit the data on Wikidat Spirit : Indomitable Horse (Spirit: Stallion Cimarron) is a 2002 traditional 2D and 3D animated film,
released by Dreamworks Animation in 2002 directed by Kelly Asbury and Lorna Cook. Argument Spirit (Matt Damon) is a young mustang of wild horses living in the old west in the late 19th century. One night, the Spirit discovers a camp of quakers, where, oddly enough, he enters. However, the Cowboys wake up and chase him with the
intention of catching him. The horse manages to keep them away from the herd, but eventually he is captured and sold to a regiment of American cavalry. There, the Spirit meets the stern Colonel (James Cromwell) of the army, and young Lakota Little Creek (Daniel Studios), who is under arrest. When the colonel tries to tame the Spirit
(after the failed attempts of his soldiers), the Spirit knocks him down, and the horse and Little Creek run from the fort along with other horses. Little Creek and his mare Rain take the Spirit to the village of Lakota. The boy also tries to ride the spirit, but the Spirit refuses, so Little Creek puts him in the rain's care for her to teach him to
behave. Within a few days, the Spirit loses distrust of people and falls in love with rain, causing him doubts between his desire to be free and the desire to be near the mare. One day, a cavalry regiment under the command of a colonel attacks the village of Lakota. During the clashes, the colonel shoots rain and rain and Little Creek fall
into the river. The spirit, rescuing the Colonel's Indian, jumps into the water after the rain. But as soon as he catch up with her, they both fall from the waterfall. When it comes to the surface, the Spirit discovers heavy rain on the shore. The horse stays by her side until there are some riders who crawl with the Spirit, leaving rain to their fate.
The spirit is sold to men who are working on the construction of the railway. In the carriage, the horse, comforted by memories of his family and some of the horses of the village, decides to fight for his freedom. When the train stops, Spirit and several other horses are connected to the locomotive to climb it down the hill. As soon as they
reach the summit, the horse watches with horror that people intend to cross their homeland from the railway track. To avoid this, he falls to the ground and the pawns, believing that he is dead, push him aside. The spirit captures the moment to get out and free the other horses, causing the locomotive to rip down. Spirit escapes as much
as possible from the car, which destroys part of the railway station and causes a big fire. Spirit runs from the forest fire inside, but gets trapped in a fallen trunk because of the chain he wears around his neck. At this point, Little Creek appears, freeing him, and both run to the river. The next day, Spirit and Little Creek play in the water and
become friends. However, the colonel and his men soon appear, and the Spirit allows the lakota to climb on its back to escape. The rider and rider are chased by a regiment through the canyon until they reach the huge cliff. Spirit, which refuses to return to the hands of people, decides to jump from Little Creek, and both manage to safely
fall to the other side. Then the colonel decides to leave them alone and they both regain their freedom. When spirit and Little Creek arrive in an Indian village, a young man calls Rain, which he found and healed. Both horses gather full of joy and little decides to release the Rain. After the baptism of the Spirit the spirit that no one could
bend, the boy and the horse say goodbye. The spirit and rain are reunited with the herd and finally live in freedom as the heads of the herd. It premiered on May 19, 2002 in theaters and remained on the billboard for 2 months and box office success. It was released on VHS and DVD on November 19, 2002 and was released on DVD on
May 18, 2010. The film was released on Blu-ray in Spain and Germany on April 3, 2014 and in Australia on April 4. The film was released on Blu-ray in the United States and Canada on May 13, 2014. The soundtrack instrumental themes of the soundtrack were written by Hans zimmer, who showed the collaboration of Brian Adams for the
composition and performance of vocal tracks. Spanish versions of the album's songs were sung by Eric Ruben in Hispanoamerica and Raul in Spain. The Brazilian version of the soundtrack for the film was performed in Portuguese by Paulo Ricardo. Brian Adams Track List - I'll Always Come Back (End Title/Final) By Bryan Adams and
Hans zimmer - Here I'm Brian Adams - You Can't Take Me Brian Adams - Get Out Of My Back Brian Adams - Sound Bugle Bryan Adams - I'll Always Return Brian Adams (with Sarah McLachlan) - Don't Let Brian Adams - Brothers Under the Sun Brian Adams - Fly) Brian Adams - Nothing What I've Ever Known Hans zimmer - Rain Hans
zimmer - Investigation Hans zimmer - Chase Hans zimmer - Young Hearts Hans zimmer - Swimming Hans zimmer - Iron Horse Camp Pulling Hans zimmer - Triumph over Colonel Hans zimmer - Train Escape Hans zimmer - Canyon Chase Hans zimmer - Hans zimmer Running Ruby - Here I Am Eric Rubin - Always Come Back Eric
Rubin - Leave Me in the World eric Rubin - Brothers Under the Sun Dubbing Spanish for Spain's Raoul Fuentes Awards 2002 Annie Character Design Outstanding in Animated Film Production Effects In Anticipation of Animation Outstanding Design Production in Animated Film Production Outstanding Story in Film ANIMATION AsCAP
Production - Blockbuster Bronze Wrangler - Cinematic Genesis - Artistic Film Young Artist - Best Family Film Animation Film In addition, it received several nominations for other awards including the Golden Globe for Best Soundtrack and the 2002 Oscar nomination for Best Animated Film, which was won by Japanese film director
Journey Chihiro Miyazaki. Dubbing the character of Hispanoamerica Spain Spirit Arturo Mercado Jr. Roger Pera Colonel Gerardo Jordi Jordi Little Creek (Little Arroyo in Hispanoamerica) Jose Gilberto Vilchis Oscar Munoz Sergeant Adams Arturo Mercado Pep Ribas Murphy Murphy Francisco Colemano Jose Antquera Bill Roberto
Roberto Jordi Jordi Enrique Serra Frediani Roy Garcia Lakota Girl Gabi Ugarte Kaori Mutsuda narrator Eric Ruben Raul Links to B box Official external links Official web : No 641315 Multimedia: Category: Spirit: Stallion Cimarron Derived from Spirit Wild Mustang Horse that runs along the American border in search of lost freedom and, so
becomes one of the anonymous heroes of the Old West. Since he was a colt, he has already noticed leadership skills inside his herd. His mother looked at him proudly, even when he was doing some evil. But he soon became a young horse that honored his status as a wild gallop throughout the beautiful landscape of the West. Even the
buffalo surrendered to him. But one day he sinned from the overly curious, and despite the warning of the other horses in his herd, he followed the light unknown to him, which turned out to be a human fire, creatures he had never seen before. And this is the beginning of the end: The Spirit is transferred to the Seventh Cavalry quarter to
be tamed. And here begins the legend of the horse, which could never be tamed, fought for his freedom and did not lose its wild spirit. Title V.O.: Spirit: Stallion Cimarron Year production: 2002 Distributor: United International Pictures Genre: Animation Rating: All Viewers Premiere: July 19, 2002 Director: Kelly Asbury, Lorna Cook
Screenplay: John Fusco Music: Hans zimmer, Rupert Gregson-Williams Performers: James Cromwell, Matt Damon Damon esprit el corcel indomable. spirit el corcel indomable canciones. spirit el corcel indomable pelicula. spirit el corcel indomable descargar. spirit el corcel indomable mega. spirit el corcel indomable es de disney. spirit el
corcel indomable descarga. esprit el corcel indomable full movie
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